
1. SMSDRIVFITPCT 
Possible Values: NULL or number. This value is the driver fitness BASIC roadside performance percentile 
(SMS BASIC score for Driver Fitness). Numeric values range from 0 to 100. Scores may have one decimal 
place, such as 85.4. 
 
2. SMSFATIGUEDRIVSV 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the carrier has serious violations from 
investigation for fatigued driving within the past 12 months. 
 
3. SMSUNSAFEDRIVSV 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the carrier has serious violations from 
investigation for unsafe driving within the past 12 months. 
 
4. SMSFATIGUEDRIVPCT 
Possible Values: NULL or number. This value is the fatigued driving (hours of service) BASIC roadside 
performance percentile (SMS BASIC score for Fatigued Driving). Numeric values range from 0 to 100. Scores 
may have one decimal place, such as 85.4. 
 
5. SMSVEHMAINTBASICALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSVEHMAINTPCT score is 
over the threshold and/or if there are serious violations for vehicle maintenance within the past 12 months. If 
value is "Y" the carrier has a BASIC alert for the "Vehicle Maintenance" category. 
 
6. SMSUNSAFEDRIVBASICALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSUNSAFEDRIVPCT score is 
over the threshold and/or if there are serious violations for unsafe driving within the past 12 months. If value is 
"Y" the carrier has a BASIC alert for the "Unsafe Driving" category. 
 
7. SMSUNSAFEDRIVPCT 
Possible Values: NULL or number. This value is the unsafe driving BASIC roadside performance percentile 
(SMS BASIC score for Unsafe Driving). Numeric values range from 0 to 100. Scores may have one decimal 
place, such as 85.4. 
 
8. SMSDRIVFITBASICALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSDRIVFITPCT score is over 
the threshold and/or if there are serious violations for driver fitness within the past 12 months. If value is "Y" 
the carrier has a BASIC alert for the "Driver Fitness" category. 
 
9. SMSDRIVINSPTOTAL 
Possible Values: NULL or number. Number of driver inspections. 
 
10. SMSVEHMAINTRDALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSVEHMAINTPCT score is 
over the threshold. 
 
11. SMSCONTRSUBSTBASICALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSCONTRSUBSTPCT score is 
over the threshold and/or if there are serious violations for controlled substances within the past 12 months. If 
value is "Y" the carrier has a BASIC alert for the "Controlled Substances / Alcohol" category. 
 



12. SMSCONTRSUBSTPCT 
Possible Values: NULL or number. This value is the controlled substances and alcohol BASIC roadside 
performance percentile (SMS BASIC score for Controlled Substances / Alcohol). Numeric values range from 0 
to 100. Scores may have one decimal place, such as 85.4. 
 
13. SMSFATIGUEDRIVRDALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSFATIGUEDRIVPCT score is 
over the threshold. 
 
14. SMSVEHMAINTSV 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the carrier has serious violations from 
investigation for vehicle maintenance within the past 12 months. 
 
15. SMSVEHINSPTOTAL 
Possible Values: NULL or number. Number of vehicle inspections. 
 
16. SMSFATIGUEDRIVBASICALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSFATIGUEDRIVPCT score is 
over the threshold and/or if there are serious violations for fatigued driving within the past 12 months. If value 
is "Y" the carrier has a BASIC alert for the "Fatigued Driving (Hours-of-Service)" category. 
 
17. SMSCONTRSUBSTRDALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSCONTRSUBSTPCT score is 
over the threshold. 
 
18. SMSUNSAFEDRIVRDALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSUNSAFEDRIVPCT score is 
over the threshold. 
 
19. SMSVEHOOSINSPTOTAL 
Possible Values: NULL or number. Number of vehicle inspections with at least one vehicle out-of-service 
violation. 
 
20. SMSVEHMAINTPCT 
Possible Values: NULL or number. This value is the vehicle maintenance BASIC roadside performance 
percentile (SMS BASIC score for Vehicle Maintenance). Numeric values range from 0 to 100. Scores may have 
one decimal place, such as 85.4. 
 
21. SMSCONTRSUBSTSV 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the carrier has serious violations from 
investigation for controlled substances within the past 12 months. 
 
22. SMSDRIVFITRDALERT 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the SMSDRIVFITPCT score is over 
the threshold. 
 
23. SMSDRIVOOSINSPTOTAL 
Possible Values: NULL or number. Number of driver inspections with at least one driver out-of-service 
violation. 
 



24. SMSDRIVFITSV 
Possible Values: "Y" for yes or "N" for no. This value indicates whether the carrier has serious violations from 
investigation for driver fitness within the past 12 months. 
 
25. SMSINSPTOTAL 
Possible Values: NULL or number. Total number of inspections for the 24-month measurement period. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


